We prove the following assertion: Let T,, j € N , be a sequence in A such that 7" * <fr converges to 0 in A as ;'-»«, for any 4> 6 3! .
Theorem 1. Let F , j e N, be a sequence from jA such that F * <p converges to 0 in 5A' as j -► oo for any 4> eA3. Then T',-► 0, j -> oo, in jA .
The well-known result of Schwartz should be mentioned: "If T e 3' and r^eA for any tj> € 9S, then reA ."
In the proof we shall use Keller's method [3] , and since it is not known whether lin(^ * ¿A is equal to A7> t this method is essential in our formulation of the problem.
As usual, N is the set of strictly positive integers, N0 = N U {0} , and Z = N0 u (-N). We denote by 2¡, S?, and 3¡K , where F is a compact subset of the Euclidean space R" (K C R"), the well-known Schwartz testing-function spaces.
As in [8, Chapter I, §5] , ¿Apk, k e N0, is the completion of A7> in the norm || \\k defined for cp e A7 by U\\k = sup {(1 + |x| Wa)Wl} (N = a, + • • • + a").
\a\<k
Recall that A7 = f)ke$ A9?k with the projective topology obtained from the injections 5" -* «5¿, k e N0, ¿A = U/teN ^t' witn ^e inductive topology obtained from the injections AP^' -► A'', k e N0 , and if a set is bounded in jA then it belongs to some S^k and is bounded there. The norm in S^k is denoted by II ||_,, ke%.
For all the details we refer to [6] and [8] .
Let us recall the Grothendieck theorem: "Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space, (2) implies that, for some F, > 0, ln(\(Tj*à>)(x)\ + l)<B<j>ln(l+\x\), x e R" , j e N.
Let Z be a fixed closed ball in R" , and let &b be the space of all bounded sequences of bounded continuous functions defined on R" supplied with the norm y({cx\) = sup |a.(x)|. 1 x€R"
We define the mapping h from AAAZ into * §b by h(<j>) = {a A , where
Let us prove that the mapping y oh is bounded on some neighborhood of zero in 3¡z . We have 3Z = Uj?>o ^z r > wnere 2!ZR = {4>e2iz;y(h(<p))<R}, F > 0.
Let <p belong to the closure of 3¡z R with respect to 3¡z . Since 2¡z is metrizable, there is a sequence <f>v , i/eN, from 3AZ R which converges to </> in 3Z . Since j and x were arbitrarily chosen, we get that 4> e 3¡z R , and thus that 2¡z R is closed. Because 3Z is of second category, there is a neighborhood of zero in 3¡z , denoted by %z , and a D > 0 such that y(h(4>))<D, <t> = Kz.
So, for any 4>e%Az, j e N, and x e R" , ln(|(F.*0)(x)| + l)<Fln(2 + |x|);
i.e., for a set ^z there are k e N and Fz > 0 such that <f> e %AZ implies that \(Tj * 4>)(x)\ <Bz(l + \x\f , for all x eM.", and ; 6 N.
Since ^z is absorbing in 3Z , we get that, for any <j> e 3lz , there exists F, > 0 such that Since F is arbitrary, the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1. It is enough to prove that F , j e N, is a bounded sequence in jA . Namely, for any 4>, y/ e 3¡ we have So we have that for some k0 (i.e., in some S^l ) and some C > 0, \\Tj(-)e(-+ q)/(l + \q\)k\\_ko<C, jeN, qeZ".
This implies for the mapping u defined by (4) that, for every j e N and i<g<c(i + i<?i)Viiv
It follows that u is continuous from S? into F. This completes the proof.
